In this work we describe a novel deep reinforcement learning architecture that allows multiple actions to be selected at every time-step in an efficient manner. Multi-action policies allow complex behaviours to be learnt that would otherwise be hard to achieve when using single action selection techniques. We use both imitation learning and temporal difference (TD) reinforcement learning (RL) to provide a 4x improvement in training time and 2.5x improvement in performance over single action selection TD RL. We demonstrate the capabilities of this network using a complex in-house 3D game. Mimicking the behavior of the expert teacher significantly improves world state exploration and allows the agents vision system to be trained more rapidly than TD RL alone. This initial training technique kick-starts TD learning and the agent quickly learns to surpass the capabilities of the expert.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N recent years the field of reinforcement learning (RL) [Sutton and Barto, 1998 ] has undergone a renascence, due to the transformative powers of deep neural network architectures. A key strength of these architectures is their ability to be used as arbitrary function approximators. This ability has allowed neural network based model free RL techniques to solve a number of challenging tasks that were previously intractable. The techniques described by Mnih et al. [2015] demonstrate the power of this, in their work they develop an algorithm (DQN) that employs a neural network to estimate the value of high dimensional input states and use a bootstrapping technique to train it. Put simply, this algorithm minimizes the difference between the networks estimate of the value of the current state and that of a target value, where the target value is simply the networks predicted value of the next state plus any rewards that were received in-between the two states. The target value is more grounded in reality than the initial guess because it is partly made up of rewards gained through an agents interactions with the environment, and as such they show that these updates allow the network to learn an accurate value function. They further demonstrate the capability of this algorithm by training agents to play Atari 2600 video games using high dimensional raw pixel values as the input state. Due to the success of this work and a renewed interest in the field, a large number of improvements to this algorithm have now been suggested in the literature, including but not limited to: A modification that reduces the bias of the value function estimate (DDQN) [van Hasselt et al., 2015] , a technique for improving the data efficiency of the algorithm, by adding a type of prioritisation to the experience replay memory sampling scheme [Schaul et al., 2015] , adding noise to specific layers to improve exploration [Fortunato et al., 2017] , breaking the action value function into two components, one that models the value of the state and one that models the per-action advantage , and also modeling the state value function as a distribution [Bellemare et al., 2017] .
Unlike these previous off-policy techniques, Mnih et al. [2016] propose an algorithm that moves away from an experience replay based training regime. Instead, they describe an architecture (A3C) that performs updates using data from a large number of simultaneously running agents. They show that training using multiple agents, each with their own version of the environment, decorrelates updates in a similar manner to memory sampling in DQN, with the added benefit of improved exploration, training speed and stability.
Despite these advances, algorithms based around temporal difference (TD) RL are computationally expensive and can take a significant amount of time to train. Training using TD RL is only effective if the target value is more grounded in reality than the current estimate. This condition is only satisfied when there is a net accumulation of reward between states, otherwise training simply updates one guess towards another. Thus training using TD RL is particularly problematic in reward sparse environments where it might require many specific consecutive actions to receive a reward. Consider a racing car game where the reward is scaled inversely with lap time and received after completing a lap. This task is extremely difficult to solve when using TD RL. To receive a reward and thus perform one useful update, an agent would have to select the correct action for many thousands of steps at a stage when the agent has no understanding of the world.
The technique known as reward shaping [Ng et al., 1999] can alleviate some of the problems with reward sparse environments. When using this technique the reward function of the task is changed by an expert, who understands the objective, in order to encourage behaviours that help the agent solve the task. However, great care has to be taken because it is not always trivial to tweak the rewards without significantly altering the nature of the task at hand. It is also often difficult to break down a complicated task into a number of smaller sub-tasks amenable to shaping.
Tasks where large action spaces are required are also difficult to train when using TD RL, because the probability of selecting the correct action, in order to receive a reward, decreases as the size of the action space increases. Further, credit assignment also becomes more problematic [Sutton and Barto, 1998 ].
When training agents to interact in complex environments with large action spaces, the behaviour associated with having a single action per time step (SAPS) policy, as is almost always the case in RL, is often undesirable. For example, running forward whilst strafing and shooting in a video game is an effective strategy that is impossible to achieve when using SAPS architectures. When solving problems where multiple actions per time step are required, most networks architectures rely on modeling all possible combinations of actions as separate distinct actions [Mnih et al., 2015, Wang and Yu, 2016] . However when using large actions spaces, the dramatic increase in the number of possible action combinations severely limits the applicability of such techniques. For example, a typical modern video game controller might have around 20 controls, modeling all possible combinations of these inputs would require a policy which outputs ∼ 10 6 (2 20 ) probabilities. Joint action representations in such a large action space make it much harder for the agent to learn the value of each of the true actions, and do not take advantage of the underlying relationships between different sets of individual actions. For these reasons, an algorithm that allows multiple output actions per time step (MAPS) should improve the performance of such an agent.
A powerful technique that can be used to speed up training is to teach by example. The idea being that instead of using a domain expert to break down rewards into more fine-grained rewards, an expert can be used to demonstrate the desired behaviour. Then, the network is left to determine how to change its policy in order to match the expert behaviour. This technique is known as imitation learning (IL) [Subramanian et al., 2016 , Hester et al., 2017a , Le et al., 2018 , Andersen et al., 2018 , Nair et al., 2017 , Zhang and Ma, 2018 , Gao et al., 2018 . Imitation learning provides the agent with prior knowledge about effective strategies for behaving in the world. Combining TD RL with IL allows an agent to learn from it's own experiences, and helps to avoid situations where the skill of an agent is limited by the skill of the teacher. Learning via imitation can either be the goal itself, or an auxiliary task that is used to help achieve another goal by bootstrapping off the behaviour of an expert II. CONTRIBUTIONS Motivated by the goal of adding neural network controlled AI agents to future games, in order to increase levels of player immersion and entertainment, we describe a technique for training an agent to play a 3D FPS style game. In comparison to 2D games such as those on the Atari 2600 platform, 3D FPS games are a particularly challenging problem for RL. This is mainly due to the factors described previously but also because of the partially observed nature of such games, and the challenges related to exploring large state spaces. We develop an in house FPS game using a modern game engine in order to test the performance of agents in scenarios with high visual fidelity graphics.
We present an A3C derivative algorithm that combines supervised imitation learning (learning via guidance from an expert teacher) with temporal difference RL (learning via trial and error), throughout training; using only a small amount of expert data. Imitation learning is used as an auxiliary task in order to help the agent achieve it's primary goal, playing the game.
We describe a neural network architecture that outputs multiple discrete actions per time step without having to model combinations of actions as separate actions, and describe a loss function that allows the policy to be trained. Combining multiaction per time step RL with imitation learning in this manner allows higher quality expert data to be used, as it circumvents the difficulties associated with recording expert data when the expert is limited to single action per time step interactions with the environment. We call the resulting model Multi-Action per time step Imitation Learning (MAIL).
• We present a neural network architecture that outputs multiple discrete actions per time step (MAPS), as well as a loss function for training the multi-action policy. • We describe a technique for training this algorithm using a combination of imitation learning and temporal difference reinforcement learning (MAIL). • We describe how these techniques can be used to teach an agent to play a challenging fully 3D first person shooter (FPS) style video game, an important milestone on the way to training neural networks to play modern AAA FPS games.
III. RELATED WORK
Training using IL is by definition off-policy and as such is typically limited to off-policy training techniques [Hester et al., 2017b] , which tend to be less stable than on-policy algorithms [Mnih et al., 2016] , or to being carried out as a pre-training step , Schaal, 1997 . Indeed in one of the earliest examples of this Schaal [1997] use imitation learning as a pretraining step during which they train the value function and policy, after which they continue to train the network using reinforcement learning alone. However, they found that even for simple nonlinear tasks task-level imitation based on direct-policy/value learning, augmented with subsequent selflearning, did not provide significant improvements to learning speed over pure trial-and-error learning without demonstration. When imitation learning is used as a pre-training step, the policy is also often prone to collapse due to the limited statespace coverage of the expert data; that is, models tend to overfit to the data instead of learning a general solution. This can be mitigated by using a large amount of expert training data, as in the work by . However, the time, effort and cost associated with collecting such data is often a limiting factor in the effective deployment of these techniques. Ross et al. [2010] develop a technique called DAGGER that iteratively generates new policies based on polling the expert policy. However, DAGGER requires additional feedback during training and therefor requires the expert to be available, as such it is impractical for long training runs or when access to the expert is limited. Another example of work in this category, i.e. combining expert data and reinforcement learning, is Approximate Policy Iteration with Demonstration (APID) [Kim and Pineau, 2013] . Here an expert's trajectories are used to define linear constraints which are used in the optimization made by a Policy Iteration algorithm. Wang and Yu [2016] look at the problem of performing multiple actions per time step in a Q-learning setting by modeling combinations of actions as separate actions and estimating the value for each of these. However as previously mentioned this technique is problematic when using large actions spaces, due to the rapid increase in the number of possible action combinations that have to be accounted for. Moreover, their results are only contextualized in Least Squares Policy Iteration (LSPI) and TD learning with linear value function approximation, rather than an actor critic deep reinforcement learning approach. Sharma et al. [2017] attempt to reduce the combinatorial explosion by reducing the action space into a number of sub-actions that are mutually exclusive for a given scenario, such as the actions representing left and right in a video game. However, this requires specific prior knowledge of the action space and only partly offsets this effect. Furthermore, they still have to evaluate each possible combination separately to select a joint action, which is not efficient for large action spaces. Lillicrap et al. [2015] describe a technique for selecting multiple actions per time step in a continuous action setting, however such techniques are notoriously difficult to train due to their brittleness and hyperparameter sensitivity [Haarnoja et al., 2018] .
IV. PRELIMINARIES
We consider a Markov Decision Process (MDP) described by the tuple S, A, P, r , where S is a finite set of states, A is a finite set of actions containing N possible actions, P : S × A × S → [0, 1] is the transition probability kernel and r : S → R is the reward function. In the standard SAPS context the action space is:
Consequently, the action a t ∈ A sa at each timestep t is limited to be one of the available actions. Each action is selected using a stochastic policy π : S × A → [0, 1], so that a t ∼ π(a t |s t ). When using high-dimensional state spaces, these policies are typically parametrized by a deep neural network of weights θ; that is, p(a t |s t ) = π θ (a t |s t ).
In a MAPS setting, we allow the agent to select multiple actions at each timestep. Hence, the action space becomes the space of all possible subsets of different elements of A sa . We can easily see we can represent those combinations with binary vectors of dimension N , i.e., elements of Z N 2 , where each component a i indicates whether the action A i ∈ A sa was taken or not:
Here, we have added the zero action to indicate that none of the possible actions was taken. Clearly under this framework A sa ⊂ A ma , since the SAPS space could just be defined as
We denote the marginal probability of a single component a i with p(a i ).
We let R t = ∞ k=0 γ k r t+k denote the total cumulative discounted reward. We also let V π (s) = E [R t |s t = s] denote the state value function, Q π (s, a) = E [R t |s t = s, a t = a] denote the action value function, and A π (s, a) = Q π (s, a) − V π (s) denote the advantage function corresponding to policy π.
In value-based deep reinforcement learning methods, the action value function is approximated by a deep neural network of parameters φ, this is, Q π (s, a) ≈ Q π φ (s, a). In some cases it is a direct estimate of the value function that is approximated V π (s) ≈ V π φ (s). The parameters of the policy are updated to minimize the loss over each batch of experiences to approximately satisfy Bellman's equation:
where φ denotes the parameters of a separate target network, which are clamped in the loss function, and k indexes each experience (s k , a k , r k , s k ) on a batch containing K experiences.
In policy-based methods, by contrast, it is the policy network π θ that is updated following estimates of the policy gradient
where the expectation is taken accross the set of all possible paths and Ψ π τ can be a variety of choices, among which the advantage function A π τ is one of the most common, since it yields almost the lowest possible variance of the gradient estimator [Schulman et al., 2015] . In actor-critic frameworks, the advantage function is estimated using a value network as in value-based methods; this is, A t =R t − V π φ (s t ), wherê R t is a TD estimate of R t . Hence, the estimate of the policy gradient over a set of M independent rollouts B 1 , ..., B M is:
V. ALGORITHM
In a discrete multi-action setting it can easily be seen that the cardinality of the space grows exponentially with the number of available actions as O 2 N . As a consequence, a policy which models the the probability of all possible set of event becomes intractable as N becomes large. In order to circumvent this problem, in this paper we make the following structural assumption for the policy:
Assumption 1. Under the policy π, each component a i of a ∈ A ma is conditionally independent given the state s. That is
This assumption simplifies the problem to the one of modeling N parameters instead of 2 N , making it tractable, at expense of losing representation power and all conditional dependencies. In theory this can be restrictive, since a high probability of a joint action would necessarily imply high marginal probabilities of single actions, and vice versa. However, we find that in practice the flexibility of this family of policies is enough to outperform single-action policies. The relaxation of this assumption and the exploration of the tradeoff between flexibility and performance is left for future work.
We hence model our policy as a set of Bernoulli random variables whose probabilities p(a i ) = φ i;θ (s t ) ∈ [0, 1] are outputs of a deep neural network. This is
where a i;t denotes the i th component of a t . To sample from this distribution we just have to sample each action independently, relying on assumption 1.
As discussed in section IV, an estimate of the policy gradient iŝ
where A t is an estimate of the advantage function at time t. In our case, we can easily particularize this expression following equation (7):
where for convenience we use H to denote the standard crossentropy formula; although we remark that it is not crossentropy in an information-theoretic framework, since a t is not sampled from a categorical distribution. Our proposed gradient update for rollouts B 1 , ..., B M is thuŝ
A. Imitation Learning TD RL can be highly inefficient when training agents to perform tasks in complex environments with sparse reward and/or high dimensional action spaces. A powerful yet simple technique for improving pure TD learning is to train the network to imitate the behaviour of an expert in the domain, be it another algorithm or a human expert. describe an effective technique for this and manage to train neural network controlled agents to play the game of Go to superhuman performance levels. They perform imitation learning as a pre-training step before RL. They sample from a large repository of expert human data (30 million examples) and use the data to train a deep neural network to maximise the likelihood of selecting the expert action, given the same input.
One of the major problems associated with pre-training with imitation learning, is over-fitting to the expert data. The network remembers exactly what actions to perform for a specific input image in the expert training data set, instead of learning a robust and general solution to the problem. Then, when new states are encountered during TD learning, the agent is incapable of selecting an action intelligently. work around this by training using a very large expert data set and are helped by the fully observed nature of the task.
Due to the difficulties involved in collecting a large amount of expert data, we take a different approach. Instead of applying imitation learning as a pre-training step, we apply it at the same time as TD RL as a way of regularizing the TD learning. Each batch update is comprised of both expert and live agent data. At every update step, the network predicts the action of the expert, from a sample of the expert data, whilst learning a policy that maximises the discounted future reward of the live agent stream. Training the network in this way allows the network to maintain a valid TD learning compatible state, throughout training.
To encourage generalisation, we add Gaussian noise to the expert data inputs and apply dropout after every layer, except the outputs. Dropout is only used for the expert data. To prevent the final performance of the agent from being limited by the quality of the expert data, the IL loss weighting factor, λ E , is linearly decayed from the start of training.
We found that training the value function using the expert data reduced the performance and stability of the agent. As such the expert data was only used to train the policy whereas the value function was trained using pure TD RL alone.
Our final policy update for the MAIL network for a set of M independent rollouts of live experiences B 1 , ..., B M and M independent batches of expert data B E 1 , ..., B E M is thus:
VI. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
All agents were trained using a batched version of the A3C algorithm (A2C), similar in design to Babaeizadeh et al. [2016] , with the addition of the modifications described previously.
The performance of the following algorithms were evaluated:
• SAPS with TD learning Table I . Expert data was generated prior to training by recording episodes of human play. At each time-step, the following information was stored in a memory buffer: input observation, expert action vector, reward, terminal state and game features vector. The game features vector contained the agents health and ammo to simulate the on-screen text that a human player can read. An in-house developed 3D FPS video game was used as the training environment. In the game, rewards are received for eliminating enemies, collecting health and ammo and for finding and occupying a region-of-interest on the map. The location of the health, ammo boxes and region-of-interest change at regular intervals throughout each episode to a random location. Enemies spawn in waves and navigate towards the agent, attacking once within range. Figure 1 provides a visual overview of the environment and demonstrates the key features of the game.
At each time step, the agent observes a 128x128 pixel RGB image (see Figure 2 ) of the agents first-person view. A small short range radar is visible in the bottom left corner of the agents input image. The agent is also provided with a game features vector that contains information related to the agents health and ammo. Experiments indicated that using 128x128 RGB image observations improved the agents performance relative to 84x84 observations, due to the high visual fidelity of the environment.
The range of actions that the agent can perform include 13 distinct actions that control: translation (x, y, z), head tilt, rotation (multiple torque settings), firing, no-op (SAPS tests). In the MAPS experiments, any combination of the actions in the action set can be selected at every step. We used the base network architecture that is shown in Table  II for all experiments. The high level input features (ammo and health) were concatenated to the output of the linear layer, prior to the LSTM (see Figure 3) . The inputs were normalised by their maximum possible value. Training parameters that were global to all experiments are shown in Table III. For the IL experiments, Gaussian noise was added to both the input observations (mean 0, std 0.1) and high level features vector (mean 0, std 0.3) Dropout was applied to all hidden and convolutional layers. We used dropout values of 60% and 50% for the convolution and hidden layers respectively. Dropout was not applied when processing live agent data. Dropout was chosen over L 2 weight regularisation, to reduce the risk of the network finding non-optimal local minima [Goodfellow et al., 2016] , instead of more general solutions with larger weights. For the experiments using IL decay, the expert prediction loss factor, λ E , was linearly decayed from 1.0 to 0.0 over the number of decay steps for the experiment.
The main results are shown in Figure 4 . SAPS A3C (red curve) reaches a final score of ∼ 40. MAPS A3C (blue curve), When using RL alone MAPS A3C is more difficult to train than SAPS A3C due to the difficulties associated with credit assignment when training using multiple actions (see Introduction). The main problem of training using a SAPS agent however, is that the policy imposes a hard limit on the maximum capability of the agent. This capability is lower than that of an optimal MAPS agent because SAPS policies are a subset of MAPS policies. Indeed, in the best case scenario, a very simple environment where there is no advantage associated with carrying out multiple actions simultaneously, this capability can at best only match that of a MAPS agent. However, the relatively high update frequency of the agent (∼ 15 actions per second) offsets some of the problems associated with single action per time step updates in this game. Running forward whilst strafing can, to a limited extent, be approximated by selecting the forward action in one frame and then the strafe action in the next.
During the early stages of training, the MAPS agent trains more rapidly than the SAPS agent. In the SAPS agent case, firing limits its opportunity to move which in turn adversely affects its ability to pick up boxes and get to the region-ofinterest. In the MAPS case, because firing has no effect on locomotion, and allows the agent to hit enemy targets, the agent quickly learns that firing is generally a positive action. However, this initial advantage disappears halfway through training, at which point the SAPS agent learns the benefits of interleaving fire actions and locomotion actions (see red vs blue line in Figure 4 ). The performance of the SAPS agent eventually surpasses that of the MAPS agent since it is less affected by credit assignment issues. In this environment, the absolute magnitude of the theoretical performance difference between MAPS A3C and SAPS A3C is difficult to determine because, due to the difficulties of training using TD RL, the SAPS and MAPS agents never reach an optimal policy (see Introduction).
VII. ANALYSIS
MAIL significantly outperforms both SAPS A3C and MAPS A3C, reaching a final score ∼ 2.5 x higher than SAPS A3C and 4x higher than MAPS A3C. It allows an effective policy to be learnt in far fewer steps than when using TD RL alone, exceeding the final score of SAPS A3C after just 17.5M steps, a ∼ 4 x reduction in training time (see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LW20UbquVBU for example agent behaviour).
This speed-up is most pronounced in the early stages of training when reward sparsity severely limits the effectiveness of TD learning updates; imitation learning provides useful feedback at every training step from the very start of training. Supervised learning allows the vision system to be trained much more rapidly than TD RL. Further, mimicking the behaviour of the expert significantly improves the exploration of state-space in comparison to the unguided random actions in the early stages of TD RL. The MAIL agent quickly learns to collect boxes whilst heading towards the region-of-interest; this behaviour can be seen after less than one hour of training (< 1M steps). From the point of view of the agent, this rapid increase in agent capability significantly reduces reward sparsity and kick-starts the next phase of training, in which temporal difference learning dominates. During this final phase the agent learns to surpass the capabilities of the expert. The mean score of the expert human player was ∼ 47; significantly lower than the final score of the MAIL agent, but significantly higher than the other algorithms.
The trained MAIL agent takes full advantage of the MAPS architecture, and typically performs between 1 and 4 actions at once, learning behaviors such as running forward whilst simultaneously moving sideways, turning and shooting. The MAIL agent performs a similar number of actions per step as the expert teacher taking full advantage of the ability to perform multiple actions concurrently. The concurrent action architecture proved critical for effective imitation learning as it was not possible to record high quality expert human data when limiting the expert to performing single actions at a time, in this game.
To better understand how TD RL and IL affect the final MAIL agents capability, we also trained a network without using TD RL (purple curve in Figure 4 ). The MAPS IL-only network achieved a final score of ∼ 15 , significantly lower than all other training runs. This score was achieved after just 5M steps, with no further improvement during the remaining 70M training steps. The results show that, when combined with IL, TD RL has a positive contribution in the very early stages of training; after ∼ 2M steps the performance of MAIL surpasses that of pure IL MAIL. At ∼ 13M steps the MAIL agents score is twice that of a pure IL agent. It appears that by forcing the network to learn a solution that maximises future reward, TD RL also helps the agent find a more general solution, which allows it to extract more useful information from the expert data; however, testing this hypothesis is left for future work. To asses whether the expert data eventually starts to limit the performance of the agent we compare the performance of a MAIL agent using two different decay rates for the expert data loss ( Figure 5 ). The run using IL data with a higher decay rate reaches a higher final score, suggesting that IL eventually holds back the performance of the agent. These results also seem to indicate that IL learning reduces the variance in agent performance across games, which can be seen in Figure 5 .
Interestingly, the behaviour of the trained MAIL agent is distinctly modal in nature. Its behaviour changes significantly depending upon the agents current state. Certain triggers, such as the agent running low on ammo, cause the agent to drastically alter its style of play. These advanced sub-behaviors arise naturally without deliberately partitioning the network to encourage them, i.e. without using concepts such as manager networks. With even more efficient training techniques, deeper networks with simple architectures might be capable of much higher level reasoning than is currently observed. Examples of some of the observed behaviours of the agent include: searching for the waypoint, searching for ammo/health, patrolling the region-of-interest, attacking enemies, fleeing enemies due to low health/ammo, rapidly turning around to face enemies immediately after finding ammo (see Figure 6 ) and human like navigation around buildings. All these behaviours can be more fully appreciated in the video.
VIII. FUTURE WORK
In future work we aim to further enhance the capabilities of the MAIL architecture by adding continuous actions for all rotations. This should provide a number of benefits when combined with the current MAIL architecture. Not only will it provide the agent with more fine grained motor control and reduce the size of the action space, it will also allow much higher quality expert data to be recorded by allowing data to be acquired using a mouse and keyboard or the analogue inputs on a game controller. These improvements should allow the MAIL architecture to be used to train agents to play modern AAA FPS games. Relaxing assumption 1 to more general forms of parametric policies is also left for future work. 
